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About Atradius
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• Atradius N.V. is majority owned by Grupo Catalana Occidente SA (either directly or 

indirectly) which is listed on the Barcelona and Madrid stock exchanges. 

• Rated by A.M. Best as A (excellent) with a stable outlook, and by Moody’s as A2 with a 

negative outlook.

• Atradius USA has been Headquartered in Baltimore area since 1993. Regional offices in 

New York, Chicago, Dallas, Los Angeles.

• Also the hub for North America operations in Canada and Mexico.

• Provide Trade Credit Insurance and Debt Collection services to the SME, Mid-Market 

and Global segment.
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Product Overview
What is Trade Credit Insurance?

Covers non-payment risk of accounts receivables. 

• Flow of trade goods and services (B2B).

• Product goes back more than 125 years in  North America.

• Market insures more than $3 trillion of transactions.

• Trade credit insurance plays critical role in global trade finance 

and managing working capital in the supply chain.
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US Macro Environment
Who Turned Off the Lights?
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US Macro Environment
Who Turned Off the Lights?

Economy
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Initial Weekly Unemployment Claims

US Macro Environment
Who Turned Off the Lights?

• First gauges of the impact social distancing had on the macro landscape came via weekly 

claims.

• In the TTM period prior to COVID-19 the average was 216k claims per week.

• Full lockdown measures came into effect in most areas in the third week of March.

• Weekly claims spiked to 2.9M, followed by two successive weeks of >6M claims.
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US Macro Environment
Who Turned Off the Lights?

• Putting the weekly claims into context:

– The previous record was 1.07M in Jan-82 and the peak during the GFC was 956k.

– In total 35.3M Americans filed unemployment insurance in the 9-weeks since lockdown.
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US Macro Environment
Who Turned Off the Lights?

• Monthly data was subsequently 

corroborated by April’s nonfarm payroll 

data.

• Again, the April drop-off was 

unprecedented in terms of both its 

rapidity and magnitude.

• The US economy shed 20.5M jobs in 

April.

• The previous record was 1.9M in 1945.
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US Macro Environment
Who Turned Off the Lights?
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US Macro Environment
Who Turned Off the Lights?

• The unemployment rate exploded from 

4.4% in March to 14.7% in April.

– If “employed but absent from work” 

was reclassified as “temporary 

unemployed” the official number 

would be 5% higher.

• Counterintuitively avg. hourly earnings 

rose 7% as the crisis disproportionately 

affects lower wage earners.

• Record numbers of Americans exited 

the labor force.  The broader U6 figure 

(which includes discouraged and 

marginally employed) jumped to 22.8!
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Sector Impacts and Outlooks
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• The automotive sector is being severely impacted by the COVID-19 outbreak.

• Domestic OEM’s suspended operations in mid/late March based on safety concerns and to 

help safeguard against supply-chain disruptions.

• The sector is extremely vulnerable to the deteriorating global economic outlook given its 

sensitivity to consumer confidence.

• Delinquency/default rates were already rising in subprime prior to the outbreak.

• Dealers increasingly responded by rolling over negative equity in to longer term loans.

• IHS Markit is forecasting US light vehicle sales to decline (23%) to 13.2M in 2020.

• April’s SAAR of 8.58M was inline with the bottom of the GFC.

• OEM’s are currently restarting or plan to shortly restart assembly lines.

12

Sector Impact
Manufacturing & Automotive
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Sector Impact
Manufacturing & Automotive
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• Short-term severe headwinds will persist as depressed consumer demand and rising 

defaults work through the sector.

• Structural change in work/life balance with acceleration in telecommuting and ridesharing 

technology mean reduced sales volumes over the long-term.

• Additional fallout expected as reductions in leisure and business travel result in lower auto 

rental volumes.  Rental agencies will respond by reducing CapEx and fleet purchases.

• This will put sustained pressure on auto pricing given already low financing costs.

• OEM’s will need to respond by optimizing supply-chains, reducing operating expenses, 

and streamlining vehicle platforms and lineups.
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Sector Outlook
Manufacturing & Automotive
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• Consumer packaged goods are seeing strong demand but facing challenges from 

sourcing/staffing issues.

• Meat processing is most impacted due to close proximity and work conditions.

• Companies need to make significant and costly adjustments within factories to keep 

employees safe.

• Performance is heavily tied to end-market:

– Retail channel is in very high demand due to initial hoarding behavior.

- Grocery store revenue increased in most states by 20-50% in the 2nd half of March.

– Distribution channel is facing severe headwinds from falloff in demand from hotel, 

catering, restaurant/bar, education, etc.

15

Sector Impact
Food & Beverage
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• Prices are rising due to high demand and costs associated with meeting supply.

16

Sector Impact
Food & Beverage
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• Food distributors are working to reorient toward the consumer.

• Grocers have rewarded workers with “combat pay”.

– Bonuses and pay increases may be difficult to claw back once conditions normalize.

– Structural costs have increased to offer employee and customer safety including 

increased sanitization efforts, protective barriers, etc.

• Produce costs will rise as travel bans prevent migrant workers from obtaining temp visas.

• Demand for pantry canned goods and shelf stable products will normalize as food 

scarcity concerns subside.

• Pandemic is accelerating trend towards online food purchasing.  According to a Gordon 

Haskett Research survey of activity in early April, 1/3rd of shoppers surveyed bought food 

online, of these 41% were first timers.

17

Sector Outlook
Food & Beverage
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• Those with the most effective supply-chain and logistics operations are uniquely 

situation to capitalize on the current situation.

• Alcoholic beverage sales rose by 55% in late March.  Nielsen estimates that the US 

market needs to sustain ~22% growth levels to offset lost sales from bars/restaurants.

18

Sector Outlook
Food & Beverage
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• Simultaneous supply, demand, and storage shocks in the oil patch compressing crack 

spread and put pressure on refining and chemical margins.

• Perfect storm resulted in May contracts pricing as low as ($37.63/bbl).

• However, US shale producers rapidly pared back production and OPEC+ agreement on 

9.7M bbl/day in production cuts have helped ease immediate concern over 

supply/storage.

• Refiners took immediate action to curtail run rates; refinery runs for the week of April 17th

were down (21%) YoY.

• Landlocked mid-west margins took greatest hit as coastal facilities were able to export.

• Gasoline, jet fuel and other distillates are experiencing dramatic pull back due to travel 

bans and work-from-home measures.

• Lower demand for some products due to fall in industrial activity.
19

Sector Impact
Chemical
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Sector Impact
Chemical
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Sector Outlook
Chemical

• The oil crisis in April is beginning to thaw as supply/demand regains some balance.

• Easing of lockdown restrictions will provide a boost to gasoline demand.

• Mid-term industrial production is likely to remain below pre-COVID-19 levels for some 

time.

• We expect demand to remain subdued for months, particularly due to drop in automotive 

and construction sectors.

• Oil rebound will be capped around $40/bbl as capacity will be brought back online.

• The “Shale Revolution” was a major driver of job creation over the cycle, depressed 

demand will limit drilling activity and act as an overall drag on the economy.
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• Initial concerns over pharma supply-chain have waned now that China is opening up its 

economy.

• A vast array of precursor, raw material, and active pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs) critical 

to drug manufacturing is sourced from China.

• US market accounts for 45% of global pharma sales and is valued at $466B.

– Enormous barriers to entry due to high R&D costs, IP challenges, and regulatory 

scrutiny.

– Branded drugs carry long exclusivity periods and lead to strong cash flow.

– These factors have contributed to the current oligopoly.

• Manufacturers are benefitting from high demand for test kits, treatments, therapies, etc.

22

Sector Impact
Pharmaceutical
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• The “Gold Rush” is on for a COVID-19 vaccine with ~80 groups researching vaccines and 

several now entering clinical trials.

– Early results seem positive, but are very limited.

– No coronavirus vaccine has proven successful previously.

– Vaccines typically take years if not decades to come to market.

– Experts currently believe a vaccine is likely to become available in 12-18 months.

• Outlook is strong given high demand for drugs and therapies and an aging global 

population.

– As populations age, health-span related illnesses become more prevalent (alzheimer’s, 

heart disease, etc.)

23

Sector Impact
Pharmaceutical
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• Two significant industry concerns:

1. Supply-chains.

- Pharma needs to reconsider its feedstock supply-chain diversification.

- According to the European Fine Chemicals Group (EFCG) 80% of feedstock 

originates from China/India).

- Globalization and NIMBY environmentalism pushed production to low-cost, low 

regulation markets.

- The industry must now consider the merits of diversification.

2. Political fallout.

- Pandemic raises uncertainty over US electoral outcome.

- Change in administration/policy could significantly impact healthcare: i.e. move 

to/toward single-payer, prescription drug legislation, etc.

24

Sector Outlook
Pharmaceutical
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• Early fears over supply-chain disruption wane as Chinese economy restarts.

• Ironically, inventory builds over trade war uncertainty helped weather the lockdown.

• Domestically, most assembly plants remain open.

• Work-from-home measures are creating a strong push for remote working and business 

continuity products such as: laptops and mobile devices, cloud computing, servers and 

data centers, and SaaS.

• Tech group and lawmakers are working to gather support for a proposed $3B Technology 

Modernization Fund in the next round of stimulus.

25

Sector Impact
Communications, Media & Technology
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US Macro Outlook
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• Q1 data and subsequent reports (initial claims, non-farm payrolls, retail sales) were worse 

than expected.

• There is light at the end of the tunnel for lockdown measures, however:

• The picture of the post-lockdown world (without vaccine/therapy) is emerging and 

crystalizing around protracted social distancing measures.

• The baseline Atradius forecast is V shaped, but with a long second leg:

27

US Macro Outlook
GDP Forecast
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US Macro Outlook
GDP Forecast
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US Macro Outlook
Insolvencies Forecast

• Atradius ERD has developed a quantitative model using GDP as the main determinant of 

insolvencies.

• ERD has considered the model outcome as a starting point to determine the final numbers.

• In view of this ERD has assessed the model numbers with important benchmarks in mind, 

which have been implemented consistently (similar to April revision):

I. The GFC of 2008/2009, for which we have insolvency data as well as data for GDP 

development.  When judged appropriate, the forecasts were adjusted by rescaling;

II. The fact that governments across the globe are rolling out measures to dampen the 

impact of the public health measures, including measures to provide liquidity to cash 

stricken firms.  If appropriate, a discount of 25% to the insolvencies number is applied; 

and,

III. Consistency of expert judgement, meaning that a relationship between GDP change 

and insolvencies implied in a previous expert judgement is consistently applied.
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US Macro Outlook
Insolvencies Forecast
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Claims Activity
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• US Chapter 11 filings +17% Year to date.

• Atradius forecast a +69% in insolvencies in the US for 2020.

• Atradius notification of non payment +40% on 2019.

• Atradius notifications of non payment above 2009 levels.
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Coverage Summary
Basic Trade Credit Insurance

Comprehensive Credit Product 

• Insolvency, protracted default & political risk cover.

• Named exclusions rather than named peril.

– Centered on catastrophic events (nuclear/war), disputes or operating performance of a 

reasonable credit function.

• COVID-19’s expected impact on losses to the credit insurance markets will not be a be a 

named peril loss specifically attributed to the pandemic but rather non-payment of eligible 

accounts receivable:

– Lower trade activity across the supply chain,  leading to;

– Weaker financial profiles throughout the supply chain, leading to;

– Inability to pay  through protracted default or insolvency.

• We have not experienced any claim denials nor any misinterpretations of cover related to 

potential COVID-19 losses in the trade credit market.
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Coverage Summary
What to Look Out For

Reschedulings

• Payment extension requests are prevalent in today’s environment.

– Most programs carry a requirement to seek permission to reschedule beyond a certain 

threshold.

– Advice:  best to provide insurer with details on current status, workable plan, liquidity 
position of obligor, forecasted sales, etc.

Past Due Reporting

• Number of one area which can effect claims.

– Advice:   build in reasonable thresholds which aligns with your business, utilize on line 
tools.
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Coverage Summary
What to Look Out For

Duties of Disclosure

• Must advise carrier of material adverse information.

– Advice:  only enlist a carrier if they are seen as credit partner.
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Benefits of Product
Why Would I Buy Trade Credit Insurance:

Risk Transfer

Liquidity Facilitator Credit Partner
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Current Assets

Cash and cash 
equivalents $2,231

Accounts Receivable $32,425

Inventory $19,451

Prepaid Expenses $374

Total Current Assets $54,481

Non-Current Assets

Property & Equipment $55,981

Goodwill $5,439

Intangible Assets $17,872

Others $2,355

Total Non-Current 
Assets $81,647

Total Assets $136,128
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Underwriting Strategy Going Forward
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• Open for business – although restricted coverage in some sectors.

• Continue to work in close partnership with customers, Marsh and liquidity providers.

• In depth assessment of each opportunity – no ‘blanket’ treatment.

• Not just risk transfer - manage credit risk together.

• Best in class service proposal.

• Continued investment in people.

• High levels of communication.
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Q&A
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